
Rose bath Ritual: 
rose petals

candles/incense/etc
bath salts

rose quartz or clear
quartz (optional)

your own creativity &
Intuition. Modify this

to fit your desires

You need:

 

Before you draw your bath take a moment to
bring your embodiment intention into your

Heart. Water holds memory and responds to
human consciousness. Whisper your Intentions

into her as she fills your tub. As you stir your
bath salts in, you can imagine the water being
very much alive, absorbing the salts to create a
beautiful healing environment for you. Thank
your water. Praise your water, and ask her to
hold the frequency of Rose as you add your

desired amount of Rose petals.



Rose bath Ritual: 
We have the option here to allow all 5 elements to be present for this

ritual. Water is your bath, the Earth is salt, Candles would be fire,
incense air, and your Intention; the manifestation of Spirit. You can
acknowledge each element as you prepare your Spirit to receive the
benefits and nourishment of your bath. Allowing yourself to be in a

meditative state, enter your bath KNOWING you will be deepening your
connection to Rose. While you are in the bath try to remain focused on
your Intention. Ask Rose to help you embody whatever Rose qualities
feel true to your desires. Let the water cleanse you, hold you, nourish

you. This is the womb for your journey with Rose. Allow yourself to
come out of this space reborn!



Rose In-Body Ritual
Your Rose In-bodied

playlist
quiet space to dance

Rose altar 

You need: You can begin this Ritual by saying the Rose prayer
you created during week 1. Make the mood in your
space sensual and rosy. Your playlist is 35 minutes

long, and each song will allow you to explore a
different Rose quality.  As you move with the

playlist surrender to your bodies natural
movement style & let Rose take you! There are  8

songs on the playlist. Really allow yourself to be the
Rose as each one evokes a different emotion. Allow
this movement to be be your Alchemization As you

dance through the song, you are anchoring it in. 
So mote it Be!



Rose In-Body Ritual
Song 1: Your Roots. Dance as if you are Rose's Roots- grounded, anchoring,

stable, bringing in nourishment. This song is Gaia Ma by Mary Mai.
Song 2: Your Stem. Dance as if you are Rose's Stem- tall, confident, strong,

bringing in body connection. This song is Sky Roarer by Deya Dova.
Song 3: Your Thorns. Dance as if you are Rose's Thorns- protection, safety,

shadow, internal activation. bringing in acceptance. This song is Earth
Breath by Kundalini Collective.

Song 4: Your Leaves. Dance as if you are Rose's Leaves- receptivity,
photosynthesis/alchemy, taking in, allowing, being fed. This song is  Fun in

the Sun by Hermit's Victory.



Rose In-Body Ritual
Song 5: Your Buds. Dance as if you are Roses Buds- inspiration, possibility,

creativity. maiden energy. Starflower by Raveena
Song 6: Your Blooms. Dance as if you are Roses Blooms- sensual, soft,

open, Gift. Honey by Raveena.
Song 7: Your Hips. Dance as if you are Rose Hips- beginning and end, death

and birth, harvest, completion, whole. Prosperity Codex by Marya Stark.
Song 8: She Rose. Dance as if you are Rose. Healer by Sampa the Great

 
Have fun, be YOU & allow Rose to move as you, you as her. 

She Rose.
So mote it Be.



Rose Spell
Rose petals

Ritual candle
anointing oil (rose oil,
rose hip oil, coco-oil,

etc)
lighter

small plate
Pen & Paper

bowl of water

You need: You can begin this Ritual by creating a space that
makes you feel Open & Powerful. You can either do

one of our guided meditations or lead yourself
through a practice that grounds and centers you.
Next we will open our circle. To open a spell circle,
you want to acknowledge and call forth the power
of each element. Asking them to accentuate your

innate Power (more on this below.) When your
circle is set, you will visualize yourself as Rose. Feel

her energy pulsing through your body. Really
connect with your inner Rose Essence.



Rose Spell
When you feel her Alive in you, it is time to anoint and dress your candle,

allowing this candle to be the messenger of your Spell. With intention, rub
your ritual candle in the oil, blessing it with Life. Roll your candle in your
Rose petals, acknowledging the Essence of Rose merging with your Spell.

When you are ready, light your ritual candle. You can let 1 drop of wax land
on your plate, and quickly use the wax as glue and press the bottom of
your candle onto the wax spot. This will allow your candle to stand free!
Next we will grab our piece of paper & pen. Write the story of your ideal

Rose embodiment, in present tense,  on the paper. Be as detailed as
possible. How do you Rise each day? How do you fall asleep? How do you

handle thorny situations? How do you hold grace/ love compassion for
yourself? How do you make love? What do you wear? Etc, Etc.



Rose Spell
Have fun, be very detailed, descriptive and True to your Heart. Write your 
 most desired embodiment. Keep writing until you TASTE it. When you are

complete, spend 5-20 minutes gazing into the flame of your Rose Ritual
candle. Connecting to your Inner fire & will. This Spell WILL come true. You

know because you feel it. Connect to the essence of your new embodiment.
Your Rose essence, here, with you. When you feel ready & Inspired, you can

burn your spell ith the flame of your candle. Knowing as this desire turns
from matter to oure energy, the intention is being sent into the Ethers, to

return to you in a manifested, physical form. So mote it BE! allow your
candle to burn all the way out. Stay in your ritual energy until it does so on 

 its own. So mote it be, so it is.



Rose Spell (casting a circle)
To cast the circle we will call directly to each element. Asking them to help

us embody more of their specialty and essence. When we call to the
elements, we do so with respect and admiration. We are asking the Spirit of

this Being to be present with us during our spell work so we can cast the
most potent spell possible. We will face each direction correlated to the
element, visualizing the color, essence and Gift of that element. Sensing
them joining us, Knowing they are here. As we welcome the Spirit to our

circle we thank them for joining us. We may want to have a
physical/embodied representation of each element with us.

We also ant to close the circle when our spell is complete, thanking each
element and visualizing the element leaving circle.



Rose Spell (casting a circle)
East- Air - Mind - Breath - Yellow/White

Calling to Air is asking for focus, mental clarity and precision.
We may call to winged ones, the wind spirits, fairies, unicorns etc.

 
South - Fire - Passion - Will - Red

Calling to Fire is asking for Strength, Will and Inner Power.
We may call to the dragon, Phenix, salamander, wild fire spirits, etc.

 
West - Water - Emotion - Intuition - Blue

Calling to Water is asking for Inner Knowing, fluidity, grace and feeling. 
We may call to fish/whales/dolphin/mermaid, etc.



Rose Spell (casting a circle)
North - Earth - Body - Physical - Green 

Calling to Earth is asking for body wisdom, open channel, physical
manifestation, presence. and dedication.

We may call to Gaia, four leggeds, elves, forest spirits, plant spirits,
ancestors, etc.

 
Spirit - Above & Below - Connection - Guidance - Purple

Calling to Spirit is asking for guidance, Truth, self awareness, Divine
support, and Faith.

We may call to Great Spirit/Source/sky daddy/Sophia/Universal Power/God.
our ancestors, guides, etc.



Rose Spell (casting a circle)
Physical representations & embodiments:

Air- Incense, essential oils (scent, smell) & breath work
Fire- candles & stoking internal flame

Water- bowl of water & emotional check in
Earth- crystals, dirt, plants, etc. & movement to get in your body

Spirit- YOU, visualizing your connection to all things
 

This is the very basics, you can go much more in-depth. This is going off of
Celtic / Earth based Spirituality & teaching. Be creative, Trust your Intuition

and allow your Spell to be an organic representation fo you & your own
magcik!! :) If you have any questions, please let us know in the FB goup.


